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Candy Cane LanE 
Rhyme game 
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night cheer far 

light here star 
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fine tell sleep 

shine bell peep 
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joy window tree 

toy snow me 
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ring jolly prance 

sing holly dance 
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light here star 

fine tell 

 

shine 
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sleep bell peep 
   

   

   

joy window 

tree 

 

toy 

snow 

 

 me 
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ring jolly prance 

sing 

 

holly dance 
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Candy Land Lane Work Mat 
Collect three pairs of words 
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Candy Land Lane 
Rules 

1. Say a number 1 through six. 

2. Roll a die.  The one closest to the  

    number will play first.  

3. Flip a penny each turn.  Go ahead one for  

    heads and two for tails.  Pick one card each turn. 

4. Follow directions on the game board. 

5. Play until one person collects three pairs of  

    words (six cards, three rhyming pairs).  You may  

    have to start around the board again. 

6. Flip a penny when one person wins.  Heads,  

    keep playing until as many people as possible 

    have three pairs of words.  Tails, start the game over. 

7. Clean up the game. 
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Place  

shuffled 

word 

cards  

upside  

down, 

here. 

Win 
or keep going until  

3 pairs of cards 

Start go ahead 

one 

pick four 

extra cards 

pick an 

extra 

card 

pick two 

extra  

cards 

pick three 

extra cards 

pick two 

extra cards 

go ahead 

one, 

yes, really 
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Teacher Information 
This game is to provide some fun for students prior to winter  

vacation.  A book such as FATHER FOX’S CHRISTMAS RHYMES or  

another book of winter poems could be read prior to  

introducing the game.   

 

There should be no more than four players per one game board.  

Each group needs one game board.  Each player needs a work mat. 

 

There are two sets of cards:  One set has picture clues for more sup-

port for emergent readers, and one set has no picture clues.  Use the 

two decks to provide some differentiation for your students.  

 

This could be used as a literacy center or make  

several copies for the whole class (in groups) to play at once. 

 

This game would also be very fun for a buddy class to play with a 

younger class.   

        Challenge:  Independent writers could use the words to  

                             write poems. 



Rhyme Word Pairs for Candy Cane Lane Rhyme Game 

 

light, night 

cheer, here 

star, far 

shine, fine 

bell, tell 

peep, sleep 

toy, joy 

snow, window 

me, tree 

sing, ring 

holly, jolly 

dance,prance 
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Candy Cane LanE 
Rhyme game 
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night cheer far 

light here star 
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fine tell sleep 

shine bell peep 
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joy window tree 

toy snow me 
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ring jolly prance 

sing holly dance 
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night cheer far 

light here star 

fine tell 

 

shine 
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sleep bell peep 
   

   

   

joy window 

tree 

 

toy 

snow 

 

 me 
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ring jolly prance 

sing 

 

holly dance 
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Candy Land Lane Work Mat 
Collect three pairs of words 
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Candy Land Lane 
Rules 

1. Say a number 1 through six. 

2. Roll a die.  The one closest to the  

    number will play first.  

3. Flip a penny each turn.  Go ahead one for  

    heads and two for tails.  Pick one card each turn. 

4. Follow directions on the game board. 

5. Play until one person collects three pairs of  

    words (six cards, three rhyming pairs).  You may  

    have to start around the board again. 

6. Flip a penny when one person wins.  Heads,  

    keep playing until as many people as possible 

    have three pairs of words.  Tails, start the game over   

    and return cards not on mats to pile. 

7. Clean up the game. 
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Place  

shuffled 

word 

cards  

upside  

down, 

here. 

Win 
or keep going until  

3 pairs of cards 

Start go ahead 

one 

pick four 

extra cards 

pick an 

extra 

card 

pick two 

extra  

cards 

pick three 

extra cards 

pick two 

extra cards 

go ahead 

one, 

yes, really 
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Teacher Information 
This game is to provide some fun for students prior to winter  

vacation.  A book such as FATHER FOX’S CHRISTMAS RHYMES or  

another book of winter poems could be read prior to  

introducing the game.   

 

There should be no more than four players per one game board.  

Each group needs one game board.  Each player needs a work mat. 

 

There are two sets of cards:  One set has picture clues for more sup-

port for emergent readers, and one set has no picture clues.  Use the 

two decks to provide some differentiation for your students.   Make 

four copies of selected deck per game, two copies for partner play. 

 

This could be used as a literacy center or make  

several copies for the whole class (in groups) to play at once. 

 

This game would also be very fun for a buddy class to play with a 

younger class.   
        Challenge:  Independent writers could use the words to write poems. 
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